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Lesson Focus Slide Content Activities
Covers 3.UL.1   3.UL.2   3.MBC.2

It is considered rude to point at someone 
using your index finger.  It is best to use an 
outstretched hand with an open palm.  

Because the head is sacred, you should not 
touch anyone here. 

When sitting cross-legged you should make 
sure your foot is not facing anyone.

When giving or receiving anything, always use 
your right hand.

Budi introduces unit 
Stage Three Unit, My Body - Body Parts

lips = bibir                         chin = dagu
eyes = mata                       mouth = mulut
head = kepala                   ears = telinga
nose = hidung                   hair = rambut
teeth = gigi                        forehead = dahi
tongue  = lidah                 eyebrow = alis

Click on the speaker to hear the 
Indonesian word spoken. 

eyes = mata
hair = rambut
mouth = mulut
nose = hidung 

Drag and drop the Indonesian word 
to the correct target. It will snap in 
place when you are correct. 

“Simon berkata pegang........mata”
 (Simon says touch your eyes)
dahi = forehead           mulut = mouth
kepala =  head             hidung = nose
telinga = ears               alis = eyebrow

Play this with the class to get them 
active then press the correct button to 
check if you are right. 

When correct the next question will 
automatically appear
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arm = lengan                         nail = kuku
shoulder = bahu                   knee = lutut
chest = dada                          stomach = perut
hand = tangan                      leg = kaki
siku = elbow                          finger = jari
leher = neck                           toe = jari kaki

Click the speaker to hear the Indone-
sian word spoken

stomach = perut                                         
hand = tangan
leg = kaki 
knee = lutut
arm = lengan
toe =  jari kaki
finger = jari 

Click the Indonesian word and the 
corresponding English translation. 
When correct a linking line will appear 
between the correct answers. 

Offline Activity Make a game of “Body Part Bingo”.  Put 
a picture and the English translation on 
the cards and call out the Indonesian 
word.


